
It’s time to code for quality.
Medicare has released the directions for using the

new quality codes, and offices do not have much time
to prepare. The beginning date is July 1, and offices
that opt to report the quality measures must use the
codes on claims for services provided July 1 through
December 31.
In all, there are 74 quality measures, each with sev-

eral codes.
Their use is optional, but they carry a good incen-

tive – a bonus as high as 1.5% of the office’s total

Medicare payments for the second half of this year.
And that’s 1.5% of all the office’s claims paid during
that time, not just the ones carrying the quality codes.
Perhaps more important, however, the new codes

are the precursor of what’s to come – and soon!
Get used to them, Medicare says. From here on out,

the government is moving to “true pay for perfor-
mance.” The number of measures will increase, the
bonus amount will increase, and payment for claims
that don’t carry quality codes will decrease.
Paying for quality codes, Medicare says, ensures

value-based purchasing, or paying more money for
better quality and less for questionable quality.
For Medicare, the payment system will soon be

applied to all medical settings, including nursing
homes and home health.
For commercial payers, offices can expect to see

(please turn to page 3)
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With this issue: a chart
outlining the quality codes
Dear Readers:
Included with this issue is a special supplement out-

lining the 74 new quality measures and showing you
how to use them.
(The full document – 181 pages! – can be found at

www.cms.hhs.gov/PQRI. Go to the “Measures/ Codes”
section at the right-hand side of the page, scroll to
“Downloads,” and click on “Measure Specifications.”)
Three points about the MOM supplement:
• It gives you the full coding information but omits

most of the clinical information, which is lengthy.
• It lists the codes and modifiers for each measure,

and all you have to do is use the ones that apply. By
contrast, the complete document gives directions in
terms such as code A plus B or code A or B plus C or
D. I believe our chart will be much easier for you to
follow..
• A few of the codes are listed only as GXXXX.

The definitions are given, but not the code numbers.
Medicare will provide the numbers before July 1, and
MOM will give you that information. You can just
mark the numbers on your supplement.
I hope our chart makes it easier for you to use the

new codes. And as always, if you have questions, just
call me at 404/367-1991.

Susan Crawford, Editor



this month’s
idea

Local managers’ group provides
easy education plus time savings

“It doesn’t matter if there are three people or five or 20,” says
manager SHERRY PRESLAR of Covington Internal Physicians in
Munford, TN. It’s worth the effort to set up a local management
group.

Preslar did that in her area 11 years ago and still finds it useful.
The set-up was not difficult, she says. It was just a matter of

calling the other managers and saying “why don’t we get together
and share information rather than having to call each other about
everything?”

Interest was high, because the area, which is rural, has a large
number of small offices, and most of the managers have neither the
time nor the staffing to travel to out-of-town meetings.

The decision was to meet once a month during the lunch hour.
The location is a restaurant that provides a meeting room at no
charge.

There is an outside a speaker at each meeting. At the beginning,
the most pressing issue was insurance contracting, so for the first
several meetings, the speakers were representatives from different
insurance companies who explained negotiations and the legal pro-
visions of the contracts.

Since then, speakers have addressed coding changes, Medicare,
malpractice coverage, HIPAA, legal issues – “anything pertaining to
the office.”

After the speaker, there’s general information sharing. “Anybody
can bring anything up.” If one manager has advice from a payer or
vendor worth passing along or useful printed information, it gets
presented and discussed.

At the end of the meeting, Preslar asks “what do you need to dis-
cuss next time? what problems are you having?” Then she finds a
speaker to address whatever the group is most concerned about.

In addition, if several small issues are mentioned, different peo-
ple agree to research them and report at the next meeting.

The only cost is $20 to cover lunch plus a door prize – an appre-
ciated addition, because medical managers “have a lot of work and
few rewards.”

To any manager who doesn’t have a local group, Preslar’s advice
is set one up. It’s a time saver and a work saver, because if one per-
son has information, “the others don’t have to look it up.”

What’s more, with little time to take off, it’s a quick way for a
manager to get educated.

If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,
MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column. �
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(continued from page 1)
the same, because the other payers invariably follow
Medicare’s lead.

choose, document, and bill

Where should the office begin?
At the beginning, Medicare says.
Look at the list of measures and decide which ones

apply to the patients the doctor treats. The measures
can be found at www.cms.hhs.gov/PQRI. Go to the
“Measures/Codes” section at the right-hand side of the
page, scroll down to “Downloads,” and click on
“Measure Specifications.”
(The document is 181 pages long and difficult to

follow, so MOM has put the information in chart form
in the supplement enclosed with this issue. However,
offices should still look at the chart and read the full
information, particularly the clinical information.)
To decide which measures apply, look mostly at the

denominator codes. But along with that, look at the
setting, because some of the measures are for office
services, others for the emergency department, and so
on.
From there, the job is to decide how the doctor will

document the measures selected and how the billing
department will pick up the codes and enter them on
the claims.
Also make sure the billing system or clearinghouse

can accept the codes. A problem there, Medicare says,
is that the quality codes don’t carry payment, so see if
the system can accept a zero-dollar charge. If not,
Medicare recommends entering a charge of $0.01. The
once-cent payment will be denied, but the claim will
be accepted.
All in all, it’s a matter of
• encounter form – how to add the quality mea-

sures the office will use,
• medical record – what gets documented, and
• claim – how to get the codes on the bills.
Medicare also recommends testing the office’s sys-

tem to make sure it can process the new codes. Be-
cause the codes are new, the system may need to be
updated to accept them.

as many as possible

There’s also the question of how many quality mea-
sures the office should choose to code.
For many practices, only one or two measures will

apply; others, however, will be able to code quite a
few.
The answer is to code every measure that applies to

the doctor’s patients, and here’s why.
The magic number is 3.
If only one, two, or three measures apply to the

A little reprieve on NPIs,
but don’t get too comfy

Yes, Medicare is granting a stay of execution for
offices that don’t have their NPIs on all their claims
by May 28.

But that stay will be short lived.
Right now, it looks like it will end July 1, though

there’s a slim chance it could hold out till August 1.
After that, claims will have to carry the NPIs or get
rejected.

So for now – though probably not after July 1 –
offices can continue to use their legacy numbers
alone, legacies plus NPIs, or NPIs alone.

But after either July or August, it’s NPIs alone.
There is a little bit of leniency to be had, however.
Everybody has now had two years to get their NPIs

up and running, but people being people, not every-
body has done so; and computers being computers, not
every system has been able to do so.

Thus, Medicare has set what it calls its contingency
plan.

What it will do is see how many claims come in
during May carrying NPIs.

If the number is high enough to indicate that the
people who don’t have their NPIs are just slowpokes,
it will start rejecting nonNPI claims July 1. On the
other hand, if there is a large number of claims with-
out NPIs, it will wait until August 1 to start enforcing
them.

But either way, it won’t reject the nonNPI claims at
face value. Instead, it will check first with the
providers, and if an office “is acting in good faith to
come into compliance,” meaning it’s actively working
toward getting its system and its payers to accept the
NPIs, an exception will be granted.

But if an office can’t show an honest and ongoing
effort plus a good reason not to be using NPIs, the
claims will be denied.

The final deadline for everybody – payers and
providers alike – will be May 28 of next year. After
then, the legacy numbers will not be allowed at all.
It’s NPIs or no money.

The NPIs are part of HIPAA’s requirements for
sending electronic claims.

The law says that electronic claims need to follow a
universal format, and part of making them universal is
replacing all the many provider identifiers that payers
now require with just one – the NPI.

Offices that don’t have their NPIs should get them
at https://nppes.cms.hhs.gov/. And offices that have
their NPIs should make sure those NPIs are going on
all claims. �
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doctor’s patients, the doctor has to code all of them to
be eligible for the bonus. What’s more, each measure
has to be coded correctly on at least 80% of the claims
to which they apply.
If four or more measures apply to the patients, the

doctor only has to code three and get them at the 80%
accuracy level. However, it’s safer to code all of the
them, because if one doesn’t hit the 80% mark, one of
the others can take its place so the doctor can still
qualify for a bonus.
There’s more. Medicare doesn’t want any shirking.

When a doctor reports on fewer than three measures,
it will review all the doctor’s claims to see if more
measures actually applied to the patients. If so, the
doctor is out of the game. No bonus.

more codes = more money

There’s another incentive to code all the measures
that apply, and it is that the more quality codes the
doctor submits, the better the bonus.
The bonus amount will be calculated by the number

of quality-coded claims the doctor submits multiplied
by three. Then that gets multiplied by a national num-
ber yet to be determined. (That number will be the
average of all charges.)
But there’s a cap on the percentage a doctor can get,

with the highest cap being the 1.5%, and the big vari-
able in determining the cap is the number of claims
the doctors codes.
Medicare’s advice is definitely code the measures

that the doctor has lots of cases to report on. And
along with that, code all the others that apply. It points
out that 50 x 3 x national number is far greater than 10
x 3 x national number. The greater that first number,
the more the cap gets raised and the closer the doctor
gets to the full 1.5% bonus

on time or out of the game

For payment determination, the carriers will send
the claims to the National Claims History file.
There an analyst will review them and determine

which ones meet the coding requirements 80% of the
time and whether the doctor has coded enough mea-
sures and whether there will be a bonus, and if so,
how much.
To be counted in that calculation, a claim has to

reach the National Claims History file by February 29.
Be careful: that doesn’t mean the office has until that
date to submit the claims; it means the claims have to
complete the trip from office to carrier to NCH by that
date. Thus, the quality-coded claims need to be sub-
mitted as quickly as possible.
The start time counts too. Plan to code the quality

measures immediately for services provided July 1.
Medicare won’t allow offices to submit claims without

the measures and afterwards go back resubmit them
with quality codes. It’s a one-shot deal.

top code – modifier – bottom code

Using the codes is a straightforward job.
Suppose the office opts to code measure #6 – oral

antiplatelet therapy prescribed for patients with coro-
nary artery disease.
When the CAD patient comes in, document that the

patient is receiving antiplatelet therapy (4011F).
If not, see if a modifier applies. There are four mod-

ifiers:
• 1P (service not performed for medical reason)
• 2P (service not performed for patient reason)
• 3P (service not performed for system reason)
• 8P (service not performed for unspecified reason)
For some measures, only a few modifiers apply or

none at all. For measure #6, however, any of those
modifiers can be used.
So suppose antiplatelet therapy is contraindicated

because the patient has a bleeding disorder. Add modi-
fier 1P to the code (not prescribed because of clinical
reason). Or if there’s no documentation that the doctor
addressed antiplatelet therapy, add modifier 8P.
Then add the denominator codes that apply. Mostly,

those are diagnosis and E/M codes. For measure #6,
the diagnosis code choices are CAD codes.
Use all the codes and all the modifiers that apply to

the service.
Medicare points out that even with modifier 8P, the

quality measure will be deemed to have been reported
correctly, and that claim will go into the bonus calcu-
lation.

two points of confusion

Two confusing points.
First, while there are only six months in this first

reporting period, some of the measures say the report-
ing period is 12 months. An example is measure #1 –
hemoglobin with diabetes mellitus.
Similarly, others say the service has to be per-

formed at least once in 12 months. An example is
measure #4 – screening for future fall risk.
How can those measures fit into the six-month peri-

od from July 1 to the end of the year?
Count this entire year for those measures, Medicare

says. If the hemoglobin measure or the fall risk
screening was done in, say, April, it’s okay to docu-
ment that during the current reporting period.
After this year, the problem will resolve itself,

because the reporting period will follow the full calen-
dar year.
The second point of confusion is what happens if

the office codes something too often. While most of
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the measures are to be coded whenever they apply,
many are limited to once a year. An example is mea-
sure #73 – chemo plan documented.
Don’t worry, Medicare says. The extra codes simply

won’t go into the count. They won’t go against the
doctor in any way.

a final note: NPIs

And then there is the NPI element: claims that carry
the quality codes also have to carry NPIs. (For more
on the NPIs, see the box on page 3.)
That’s because Medicare will calculate the bonus

amount by physician, not by office, and to do that it
will use the NPIs.
Payment, however, will be made to whoever holds

the tax ID number, and in many offices, that will be
the practice and not the individual doctor. The office
then distributes the money however it wants.
But to get into the bonus count, a claim has to carry

the doctor’s NPI. �

Five personality traits
to weed out when hiring
new staff members
Just as important as being able and willing to do the

work is having a personality that fits the job.
Five traits can spell disaster in staff positions, cau-

tions consultant FRANCIE DALTON of Dalton
Alliances Inc., a Columbia, MD, company that focus-
es on behavioral management and communication.
Those five traits can cause severe friction within

the staff. They can stymie the work. And they can
undermine the manager.
Here’s a definition of each plus the interview ques-

tions to ask and the answers to listen for.
And when asking those questions, she says, note the

silences. Each question requires the applicant to admit
a “flaw in behavior,” so the longer it takes to respond,
the more likely the candidate “is manufacturing an
answer.”

riding on coattails

First are the coattail riders, or the people who steal
the credit for other people’s accomplishments.
A department is cited for good work, and the

department head stands up and takes a bow without
mentioning anybody else’s contributions.
Coattail riders talk about successes in the first per-

son singular, never plural. It’s always “thanks, I

worked really hard on that.” Except when there’s a
mistake. Then they’re only too anxious to share the
recognition.
How to find out who fits the mold? Ask these ques-

tions:
• Tell me about your most important accomplish-

ment and how you achieved it.
If there’s no mention of how somebody else con-

tributed to the accomplishment, take it as a tip-off,
Dalton, says. “Very few of people achieve their great-
est accomplishments by themselves.”
• Think of the worst boss you ever had. What made

that person your worst boss?
What people don’t realize is that the characteristics

they detest most in others “are usually present in
themselves.”
Thus, if the first question gets answered in the first

person singular and the next answer is “my worst boss
never gave anybody any credit,” that’s the clincher
that the person is a coattail rider.

smoke, mirrors, but no action

Next are the smoke-and-mirrors people “who move
fast and talk fast and give the illusion of being pro-
ductive” while actually doing very little. All the com-
motion “masquerades the absence of productivity.”
It’s a great ploy for somebody who doesn’t want to

work. Look busy, and the manager is hesitant to assign
additional projects.
Smoke-and-mirrors people promise to do things but

never deliver. When confronted, they deny conversa-
tions and say they never got things.
The telling question:
• What’s the toughest situation you’ve ever faced?

How did you deal with it?
The answer will always be that the situation was

caused by somebody else. And more, the way the indi-
vidual dealt with it will show “nobility,” or “I was a
victim, and I did something selfless in response. I took
one for the team.”
For example, “I was working on a project that

meant a lot to everybody when my supervisor gave me
another project. I couldn’t let everybody else down, so
I worked 35 days in a row and got both done.”

entitled to the job

Then there are the what-have-you-done-for-me-
latelies. Those people are entitled. They don’t have to
earn what they get. It should be handed to them gratis.
The big question:
• Tell me about a time you felt undervalued or that

your accomplishments went unappreciated.
Everybody feels undervalued and unappreciated

from time to time, Dalton says, but productive people
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feel “better, not bitter, because of it.”
Look for a response that shows the candidate is

solution-oriented and can turn a difficult situation into
a positive experience, perhaps “I didn’t get the promo-
tion, but I should have done a better job of finding out
what I needed to do to get it.”
An entitled person won’t have learned anything but

will be indignant about not getting the recognition.

playing the power game

Next are the power players. Those are the people
who give a manager real grief, because when some-
thing doesn’t suit, they go to the doctors.
Face to face, they’re all smiles and agreement, but

behind the scenes, they complain and manipulate to
get what they want, and they’ll undermine the manag-
er in the process.
Some people like their victims to know who

stabbed them in the back, Dalton says. Not so the
power players. They prefer to be invisible so no one
can thwart their missions.
The weed-out question:
• Tell me about a time you had a problem with a

supervisor and had to go over that person’s head.
A good answer is “I tried to solve it with the super-

visor directly.” Even better is that the person told the
supervisor about the next step so the supervisor wasn’t
caught unawares.
The wrong answer is one that shows no effort to

solve the issue with the supervisor before going to the
next level.
And a slam dunk power-play answer is that the

applicant talked to other employees about the problem
and then took everybody collectively to the next high-
er level.
Watch out! That person “incited people to overcome

the supervisor.”

the wrong job for an intellectual

Finally, there are the intellectuals.
Those aren’t dangerous people. They are a great

benefit to many jobs. But not to a staffing position.
“They get stuck on theorizing and analyzing and

conceptualizing” instead of on performing, Dalton
says. To them, “cerebral ponderings are productivity.”
Everybody else equates productivity with outcomes,

but intellectuals can’t consider any outcome at all
“until the concept is thoroughly fleshed out.”
Ask them a question, “and they want to cover every

possible permutation” and come up with a score of
answers.
Ask them to speak to a group for two minutes “and

they want to plan for two days.”
They are great strategic planners and they are great

evaluators, but don’t expect them to produce in a cri-
sis. “They are not good in the heat of the moment.”
For a job such as the front desk where staff have to

be productive under pressure, the last person to hire is
the intellectual.
The questions to ask:
• Tell me about a time you felt you were inappropri-

ately pushed into something.
One telling answer is that the candidate was rushed

into making a decision or completing a project and
didn’t have time to think it through.
Another is that something had to be done extempo-

raneously.
And the same for a response that the person was

caught off guard by or didn’t do well because of an
emergency deadline.
• What would you have preferred?
For the intellectual, the answer will be “I wish I’d

had a chance to analyze the situation” or “we should
have considered all the possibilities.” �

Coding breast cancer
and its treatments
BY THERESE M JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P
Breast cancer.
It’s the second most common cancer among women.

(First is nonmelanoma skin cancer.)
It’s the second leading cause of cancer death in

women. (First is lung cancer.)
About 178,000 new cases will be diagnosed this

year. (Another 2,000 will be diagnosed in men.)
A woman has a 1 in 8 chance of developing inva-

sive or metastatic breast cancer and a 1 in 33 chance
of dying from it. Yet because of earlier detection and
better treatment, the death rate continues to decrease.
In fact, there are right now more than two million sur-
vivors!

three types of breast cancer

There are three main types of breast cancer.
First is ductal, which begins in the cells lining the

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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mammary ducts. About 75% of breast cancers fall into
this category.
Second is lobular, which begins in the milk-secret-

ing glands.
And third is inflammatory where the cancer cells

block the lymph vessels.
Along with those is carcinoma in situ, which is not

truly a cancer because it has not invaded the surround-
ing tissue. It is cancer at its earliest stages.
As with any cancer, the stages of the disease run

from 0 to IV, and they determine the survival rate as
well as the treatment.
For stage 0, which is carcinoma in situ, the five-

year survival rate is high at 95%. For stage I it’s 88%,
stage II = 66%, stage III = 36%, and stage IV = 7%.
With stages 0-III, the focus is on treating the cancer

and preventing occurrence. At stage IV, the goal is to
improve the symptoms and prolong survival.
As to breast cancer’s symptoms, they include a

breast lump, change in the size or shape of a breast,
nipple discharge, breast pain, and change in the color
or feel of the breast skin. As the disease advances,
there is often bone pain, weight loss, swelling of one
arm, and ulcerated skin.

the risk factors can be iffy

The risk factors are many and not always clear.
They start with age: women over 50 account for

77% of the new cases and 84% of the deaths.
Family history is a factor. And somewhat recently,

genetic factors have been recognized. In 2004, ICD-9
added the category of V84 (genetic susceptibility to
disease), and within that category is V84.01 for sus-
ceptibility to malignant breast neoplasm.
Women who began menstruating before age 12 or

who enter menopause after age 55 are at high risk.
So are women who have never had children or who
had their first child after age 30.
Birth control pills create a slight risk increase; hor-

mone replacement therapy seems to create more than a
slight risk.
Obesity gets a maybe. Some say yes and others no,

but obese women do have higher levels of estrogen.
And then there’s alcohol use – more than two drinks

a day – plus DES, radiation, and previous cancers.

coding the diagnosis

The diagnosis codes for breast cancer are found in
the neoplasm chapter.
If the cancer is current, the code falls into the 174.x

category (primary malignant breast cancer). The
fourth digit tells what part of the breast is affected –
nipple and areola, central portion, inner and outer
quadrants, and so on.
In the unusual situation where there is cancer in

several sites, whether in both breasts or only one, use
as many codes as apply. However, when the cancer is
in the same site in both breasts, perhaps in both nip-
ples, just use one code.
For men, thre are only two codes – 175.0 for nipple

and areola and 175.9 for other sites.
Carcinoma in situ has its own category because it is

not a malignancy per se but a neoplasm change that is
confined to a single area. The codes are 230-234, and
for the breast and genitourinary system, both male and
female, the code is 233.0.

V codes too

V codes apply too.
For family history of breast cancer, there’s V16.3.
For genetic susceptibility, there’s V84.01.
There is also a V code to show that one or both

breasts have been removed without cancer being pre-
sent. It’s V50.41 (prophylactic organ removal), and
it’s used in situations where the breast was removed as
a precautionary measure. It needs to be accompanied
by one of the other two codes to explain the reason for
the prophylactic surgery, but whether it’s family histo-
ry or genetic susceptibility, the V50.41 goes first,
because that’s the overriding condition.
V codes are needed further to explain the reason for

chemotherapy and radiation. For chemotherapy, the
code is V58.11 (encounter for antineoplastic chemo-
therapy); for radiation, it’s V58.0 (encounter for radio-
therapy). Then code the breast cancer.
As long as the patient is being treated for cancer,

code the cancer as if it still exists. That applies even if
there’s been a mastectomy and the cancer was found
to be contained.
The reasoning is that the chemotherapy or radiation

is being done because there’s suspicion that some can-
cer cells remain. Once the adjunct treatment is com-
pleted, however, the cancer gets coded only as person-
al history of breast cancer (V10.3).
So suppose a patient has had a mastectomy and

comes in for a follow-up check and no cancer is
found. The code is V67.00 for an exam following
surgery (or V67.1 for exam following chemotherapy
or V67.2 for exam following radiation). Then use
V10.3 to show the history of cancer.

the types of surgery

The surgery codes for breast cancer treatment were
relocated this year to the integumentary system. They
fall under the single heading of Breast and run from
19000 to 19499, all of which are divided into sections
for incision, excision, introduction, mastectomy, and
repair and reconstruction.
The mastectomy codes (19300-19307) start with

mastectomy for gynecomastia, or male breast develop-
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ment, and from there go to female mastectomy, run-
ning from least to most extensive.
• First is lumpectomy (19301), where the cancerous

tumor plus a small margin of surrounding normal tis-
sue is removed.
• Next is lumpectomy with removal of the axillary

or armpit lymph nodes (19302). The nodes are the
main passageway for cells to metastasize. When they
are clear, recurrence is about 5%; if there is cancer in
the nodes, recurrence is about 25%.
Then come the more extensive procedures:
• Simple mastectomy (19303), where the breast,

skin, and nipple, are removed but not the lymph nodes.
• Subcutaneous mastectomy (19304), where the

tumor and breast tissue are removed but the nipple and
skin are left intact.
• Radical mastectomy (19305), where the breast,

axillary lymph nodes, and the major and minor pec-
toral or chest muscles are removed.
• Urban-type surgery (19306), which is a sort of

radical-radical mastectomy. It is a radical mastectomy
plus removal of the internal mammary lymph nodes.
• Modified radical mastectomy (19307). Here the

breast and axillary lymph nodes are removed but the
chest muscle is left intact, which allows for recon-
struction and also makes recovery easier. It’s the most
widely used form of mastectomy.
With reconstruction, two frequently used codes are

19340 (immediate insertion of prosthesis) and 19342
(delayed insertion). The second procedure – inserting
the implants at a later surgery – is the more common.
Less common is reconstruction using a latissimus

dorsi flap, which is skin and muscle from the upper
back (19361). And somewhat similar to that is TRAM
reconstruction (19367-19369), which uses a transverse
rectus abdominis myocutaneous flap, or skin and mus-
cle from the abdomen.
Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, is

assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �

Some surprising things
can jeopardize
at-will employment
Most offices think they are operating under at-will

employment. But many are undermining their at-will
status through small mishandlings of firing situations,
says HUNTER LOTT of Hunter 24/7, a human
resources training company in Rochester, MN.
Lott’s advice starts with the positive: set up a writ-

ten at-will employment policy and display it in all the
employee literature, from handbook to welcome letter.
All it says is that both employer and employee can ter-
minate the employment at any time without cause.
From there, tend to the negatives that can happen,

because just as an employer has the right to fire at
will, so employees have the right to sue at will.

don’t set a probationary period

One of most common ways at-will status gets jeop-
ardized is through probationary periods where new
hires are subject to termination if the employment
doesn’t work out.
The problem is that when the probation time ends,

there’s an implication the new employee now has a
contract for employment.
Leave off the probation, Lott says. Besides posing a

risk to the at-will status, “it’s a bluff.” Employers
think it lets them fire employees during that time and
not get sued, “but that’s not true.” An employee can
sue anytime, “so there’s no protection there.”
And from a performance standpoint, a probationary

period is a sham, because even the laziest staffer can
put on a good act for 60 or 90 days.
There’s no legal reason to have an orientation or

introductory or probationary period, he says. All the
office needs is the written at-will policy. “Then it has
probationary status forever.”
As for insurance and benefits, there’s nothing

wrong with setting a policy that they don’t kick in for
a certain number of days.

don’t advertise too well

How the office describes employment can also
undermine the at-will status.
Outlining “temporary” and “permanent” categories

of employment in the handbook implies an employ-
ment contract for people in the permanent category.
Advertising for “career opportunities” or giving

new hires a brochure characterizing their employment
as “a career” can be construed to mean they have
guaranteed jobs for their entire worklives.
The same holds true for telling an applicant “we

by john chase

First of all, we need to update our
electronic billing system
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only want to hire someone who plans to stick around”
or telling a new hire that the office is “looking for-
ward to a long and wonderful relationship.” That’s
tantamount to saying “you have a contract to work
here for as long as you want.”

don’t give any reasons

Offices also jeopardize their at-will firing ability
when they exercise it.
Fire at will when necessary, but do it right, Lott

says. Don’t give a reason. Even if the employee
demands a reason and threatens to sue if the office
doesn’t supply one, don’t give it.
Many employers, fearing that firing without a rea-

son is asking for a lawsuit, try to justify it with a no-
reason reason such as “the doctor says it’s just not
working out.”
But with a reason in hand, no matter how lame, the

employee now has something to contest. And it’s far
more difficult to defend a reason the office can’t prove
than it is to defend the right to fire at will.

discipline or fire, but not both

Progressive discipline also has its caveats.
Use one or the other – discipline or at-will firing –

but don’t use both in the same situation, Lott cautions.
Which option the office takes depends on what the

purpose is. If it’s “to salvage the person” or get a bad
performer on the right track, use progressive disci-
pline. If it’s to get rid of the employee immediately
with no further ado, fire at will.
When the option is progressive discipline, use it

from start to finish. Don’t get halfway through and
then fire at will. If the staffer has done everything the
manager has asked, there’s now a potential employ-
ment claim to be had.
When the option is an immediate termination, do it

and don’t give any second chances or reasons.
Also, don’t get specific about discipline in the

handbook. Don’t say the disciplinary process includes
warnings or counseling. Say only that it may include
those elements. Otherwise, it can be argued that the
office was required to go through the process and was
not at liberty to fire at will.

don’t let bad performance go on

There’s danger too in allowing unacceptable perfor-
mance or behavior to continue.
Even if the handbook spells out what’s expected

and even if the office gives the staffer a warning, all is
negated if that staffer is allowed to continue the viola-
tion.
Suppose there’s a policy that staff can be late only

so many times. Warn somebody about violations and

then allow that person to be late every day for a year,
and it doesn’t work to say all of a sudden: “you are
fired for coming in late.”
The obvious question is “why are you picking on

me?” And now the firing could be seen as wrongful
termination, because the office has set an implied con-
tract with all the employees that it’s okay to come in
late.
All the manager can safely do at that point is

reestablish its rule on lateness and give everybody-
who’s in violation of it “a reasonable chance to
resolve the issue.”
Tell the staffer “you’ve come in late many times

and we have not mentioned it. But it has to stop. You
must arrange your schedule to get here on time or be
held accountable for the policy.”
A good litmus test of fairness, he says, is the televi-

sion question: would the office be willing to defend its
position on the evening news? If the action is fair, it
should be able to present itself nicely.

and don’t fire too fast

A final caution: even when there’s no legal risk in
sight, fire at will only sparingly.
Doing so invites a public relations nightmare.
A fast no-explanation-given firing tells the rest of

the staff and possibly even the community that the
practice fires people when the doctors have a bad day.
Yes, the office can fire at will, Lott says. “But there

are consequences.” �

Respect for and from staff
can make or break
the manager’s career
Whether a new manager or an old one, don’t expect

to keep the job for long without the respect of staff.
Respect is not something that comes “with a job

title or a business card,” says MONICAWOFFORD
of Monica Wofford International, an Orlando company
that provides leadership training for middle managers.
It has to be earned. And for the most part, that means
treating the staff as well as or better than the patients
are treated.

‘with me’ not ‘for me’

Leadership starts with respect, and respect starts
with treating staff as equals, Wofford says.
Don’t term them “my employees” or “my people,”

or “the people who work for me.” That shows a line of



demarcation. What’s more, employees don’t belong to
anybody.
Refer to them in a way that honors what they do,

such “my team members” or “my partners” or “the
people I work with” or even “the people I have the
privilege to work with.”
She gives the example of introducing a staffer to a

doctor’s spouse as “This is Staffer A who works for
me.” That’s condescending and not a little insulting.
Compare that to “Staffer A and I work together.”

Now there’s respect, and the staffer feels it.

give challenging assignments

Another rule: Don’t hesitate to challenge staff with
difficult assignments. Employees want to grow.
If an assignment is particularly difficult, appoint a

mentor to check the work as it goes along and help the
staffer through the rough spots.
Also allow a little wiggle room in the deadline,

because work that is new to a staffer will of necessity
require extra time.

tell what’s expected

Another element of leadership is giving clear direc-
tions on work so the staffer will succeed.
Give the details. Otherwise, people are afraid to ask

for fear of appearing dense and so plod on to failure.
And resentment. And loss of respect for the manager.
Explain what needs to be done, what doesn’t need

to be done, the quality expected, the resources avail-

able, whom to contact with questions, and the comple-
tion date.
Then ask if the employee understands the assign-

ment. But don’t phrase it as “do you understand?”
Anybody will say yes. Say instead “now tell me what
you are taking away from my explanation of this.”
Then there’s no misunderstanding on either side.

listen to opinions

Ask for ideas. Also ask for help.
“There’s no need to act on everything staff sug-

gest,” but ask for their thoughts and show them that
what they say is worthwhile.
Many managers don’t listen to suggestions, fearing

“if I admit to not knowing something, my staff won’t
respect me.” But the opposite is true. Admitting to
deficiencies makes employees respect their manager
and want to help that manager succeed.
For a manager who isn’t especially talented in

technology, “there’s no reason to be threatened by
someone who loves it to death and knows it.”
Asking for help shows staff they are “contributing

members of the team.” It shows too that the manager
has esteem for them and confidence in what they say.

give the benefit of the doubt

When there’s a conflict, give everybody the same
benefit of the doubt. Ask for both sides of the issue.
When there’s a performance issue, ask for the

staffer’s perspective before imposing discipline.
Nobody questions a patient who arrives five min-

utes late, Wofford says. But when an employee does
the same, the immediate assumption is that the staffer
has done something wrong. Instead of “you’re late and
here’s the penalty,” ask why that person is late.

discipline behavior, not attitude

Always focus on the performance and not on the
person.
It’s easy to respond more to attitude than to fact,

Wofford says. The manager sees “a look on the face,
the eye roll, the huff, the mutter” and bases the
response on that.
Ignore the body language and focus instead on the

performance issue. That’s what can be documented
and that’s what can be addressed with certainty and
that’s what’s fair to discipline. �
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